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Abstract. The production of elements from helium-3 to fluorine in low-
and intermediate-mass stars is reviewed and compared to chemical abun-
dances observed at the surface of both red giant branch and asymptotic
giant branch stars. It is highlighted that, while the trends predicted by
standard models are generally well confirmed, many chemical abundances
observed at the surface of red giants require the operation of non-standard
mixing in the stellar interior. In addition, chemical abundance predictions
from presently available asymptotic giant branch models further suffer from
the uncertainties affecting the third dredge-up phenomenon, the source of
neutrons and the hot bottom burning process.

1. Introduction

The progenitors of the red giant stars considered in this paper are those
with masses M less than 6 to 8 MG

1 which end their life as white dwarfs
(WDs). Considering that their age must be lower than that of the Galaxy,
their initial mass is moreover restricted to M ~ 0.8 MG.

The different phases of the evolution of these low- and intermediate-mass
(LIM) stars are summarized in [57), to which I refer for a general introduc-
tion to the present paper. Let me recall that the surface abundances of LIM
stars are altered by several dredge-up episodes during which the convective
envelope penetrates into the deep regions and mixes to the surface matter
processed by nuclear burning. The so-called 'first' and 'second' dredge-ups
bring to the surface ashes from hydrogen-burning nucleosynthesis. The first
dredge-up (lDUP) occurs after the main sequence phase when the star en-
ters the red giant branch (RGB) phase, and the second dredge-up after the

IThe case of stars more massive than 6 to 8 M0 is reviewed by D. Arnett and K.
Nomoto in this volume.
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core He-burning phase (but only for stars more massive than rv 4 M0 ) when
the star enters the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase. In contrast, the
so-called 'third' dredge-ups (3DUPs) have the distinctive characteristics of
bringing to the surface, in addition to the ashes from the H-burning shell,
products from helium burning. These 3DUPs occur after thermal instabil-
ities (called 'pulses') which develop recurrently in the He-burning shell of
AGB stars. Finally, the abundances at the surface of AGB stars can further
be altered directly by nucleosynthesis operating in the envelope when the
temperature at its base increases above 50 x 106 K. This scenario is called
hot bottom burning (HBB).

In the context of cosmic chemical evolution, LIM stars are important
actors with respect to elements from He to Al and to the main component
of the s-process elements (which are synthesized by neutron capture on
iron and heavier elements, see [3]) .. This derives from three factors: (a)
the rich nucleosynthesis processes occurring in these stars, and especially
during the AGB phase ([57]); (b) the high mass loss rates characterizing
their late phases of evolution, through which a large fraction of the stellar
material is released into the interstellar medium (from about 40% for a
1 M0 star to more than 80% for LIM stars with M ;<:, 4M0 ) ; (e) the initial
mass function which favors the formation of LIM stars over massive ones
in stellar populations.

Ample observational evidences of the nucleosynthesis operating in LIM
stars are available in the literature (e.g. [78]). In this paper, I review the
status of nuclides from 3He to 19F regarding their nucleosynthesis in LIM
stars. The cases of 7Li and 23Na are discussed in [59]. The surface abun-
dance predictions from 'standard' stellar calculations are briefly presented
in Sect. 2. Section 3 then focuses on the light element 3He, Sect. 4 on the
CNO elements, and Sect. 5 on fluorine. For each of these nuclides, their nu-
cleosynthesis path is recalled and their predicted abundances in red giants
and AGB stars compared to observations. Conclusions and final remarks
are drawn in Sect. 6.

2. Standard model predictions

'Standard' stellar model calculations refer to those using the Schwarzschild
criterion to define the limits of convection boundaries, with no other mix-
ing process taken into account, such as overshooting, diffusion or meridional
circulation. The surface abundances predicted by such calculations after the
1DUP are widely documented in the literature, at least for the main nu-
clides (e.g. [23, 76, 86, 17, 31]). They are summarized in Fig. 1 for Pop. I
stars from 0.8 to 10 M0 .

Chemical yields from AGB models are more delicate to predict. Full
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Figure 1. Abundance of elements from 3He to 23Na predicted at the surface of Pop. I
red giant stars by standard (i.e. without any extra-mixing beyond the Schwarzschild
boundaries for convection) models. The abundances of the Mg and Al isotopes, and
of other nuclides not reported on the figures, remain essentially solar during the
first dredge-up of Pop. I model models. The stellar evolution code is described in
Mowlavi (1995,[56]), modified, among others, to use the OPAL equation of state [73],
and the Canuto-Goldman-Mazzitelli prescription for convection [22] (with K« = 1.7
and o" = 0.09). All models are evolved from the pre-main sequence 'Birth Line'
(see e.g. [11]), obtained by accreting 10-5 M0y-l on an initial 0.7 M0 model. The
p-capture reaction rates are identica~ to those used in r60], except for 170 (p, 0) 14N and
170(p,,)14N which are from [121, 20Ne(p,,)21Na, 21Ne(p,,)22Na, 22Ne(p,,) 23Na,

23Na(p,,) 24Mg and 23Na(p , 0) ~<Ne from [32], and 22Na(p,,) 23Mg, 25Mg(p,,) 26AI
and 26AIg (p ,,) 27Si from [26]. The reader is referred to [4] for a discussion on the un-
certainties affecting the H-burning reaction rates.
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stellar evolutionary calculations do exist for that phase, and indeed pro-
vide precious information on the abundances expected at the surface of
AGB stars ([14, 88, 16, 13, 85, 35]). However, these standard models have
many difficulties to predict self-consistently surface abundances compati-
ble with observational data. For example, AGB models fail to reproduce
the observed properties of C stars, such as their luminosity function (cf.
the 'C star mystery', [49]). The operation of the 3DUP mechanism itself
was a puzzling problem to stellar modelers until recently. The presence of
s-process elements at the surface of S, SC and C stars presents another
difficulty (cf. the '8 star mystery', [74J). Fortunately, the situation looks
more promising today ([47]). The interested reader is referred to [58] for
further discussion on these issues.

Because of these difficulties encountered by current AGB calculations,
'synthetic' AGB models have been used to study the properties of AGB
stars. Synthetic models follow the evolution of several stellar characteristics
(surface luminosity, chemical composition, ...) based on relations derived
from full model calculations (core mass-luminosity relation, ...), but with
the use of several parameters (mass loss rate, efficiency of the 3DUPS,
mixing parameters, ... ). Examples of such synthetic models are found in
[68, 55, 87]. These are very useful to determine values of the parameters
necessary to reproduce given observational properties of AGB stars (such as
the luminosity function of carbon stars, [87]), which in turn point out on the
shortcomings of present full AGB models. Eventually, however, consistent
predictions of AGB yields and properties should be provided by full stellar
model calculations.

3. Light elements

The light elements up to boron are easily burned at temperatures of a few
106 K (with the exception of Hand 4He of course). As a result, they are
essentially destroyed by stellar processing. Exceptions, however, are 3He (of
importance in relation with Big Bang nucleosynthesis) and 7Li (of interest
for Galactic chemical evolution). 3He is discussed in more details in the
next paragraphs, while 7Li is developed in [59].

3He: Standard stellar models predict that LIM stars are net producers
of 3He (Fig. 1, see also [88, 90]). Two nucleosynthesis paths lead to the
production of 3He ([57]): the burning of the initial D during the pre-main
sequence phase through D (p,,) 3He, and the p-p chain of H-burning dur-
ing the main sequence through H (p , e+ v) D (p ,,) 3He. First dredge-up
then mixes the produced 3He in the envelope, which thereafter remains
unaltered according to standard models, except in the most massive AGB
stars where it is burned by HBB.
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The high 3He abundance observed in the planetary nebula NGC3242
([70]), of3R3242 = 50-100 [3R == (3He/H) x 105 , in numbers}, supports the
standard model predictions/. The same conclusion seems true from mea-
surements in evolved stars ([75, 46, 45]) (but chemical diffusion in those
stars may have increased their surface 3He/4He ratio). Moreover, the exis-
tence of super lithium-rich stars (see discussion in [59]) implies high 3He
abundances in their envelope. Taking into account such 3He production by
LIM stars, galactic chemical evolution models predict a continuous increase
of the interstellar 3He abundance during the course of Galactic evolution.

This, however, is in obvious contradiction with other 3He abundance de-
terminations: (a) 3RH// = 2.42±1.45 in Hllregions3 ([69,7,9]), considered
as representative of the present-day abundance; (b) 3R0 = 1.48±0.13 in the
pre-solar nebula, i.e. at the time of solar formation, as inferred from several
measurements in meteorites (see Appendix A of [36}); (c) 3R/SM = 2.1~g:~

in the local interstellar medium, as recently measured from isotopic analysis
of helium atoms that have entered the Solar System from the surrounding
interstellar cloud ([39]). These low values all suggest that LIM stars pro-
duce only mildly, if at all, 3He 4. Moreover, comparison of 3R0 and 3R/SM

reveals that 3He has not been much altered during the past 4.6 Gyr. Ac-
tually, abundance determinations of other elements at the surface of red
giants strongly suggest that non-standard mixing occurs during the RGB
([77, 82, 24, 48, 25]) and/or the AGB ([16, 89, 1]) phases in at least a
category of LIM stars. These processes are also expected to destroy 3He,
and galactic chemical evolution models including such destruction are able
to account for the above-cited observations (e.g. [66}). But then, the high
3He abundances in planetary nebulae becomes problematic! A solution is to
consider that a fraction of LIM stars (10% is suggested by [66]) are still net
3He producers. Abundance determination in a greater sample of planetary
nebulae would help to shed some light on this issue (see review by [71]).

2Five other planetary nebulae have been analyzed for the presence of 3He. Although
only upper limits to their 3He abundance are reported, the authors [8} convincingly argue
that 3He is also present in at least one or two of them, with 3.Rt>S43 ,$ 49 ± 27 in NGC6543

and 3R7009 ,$ 69 ± 27 in NGC7009.
3It is interesting to note that the highest abundance sources are all located in the

Perseus arm at 1".J 11 kpc from the galactic center, with an average 3RH I I .Pers = 3.32 ±
1.49, while the inner galaxy sources have an average 3RHII,in = 1.45 ± 0.70 ([9]).

"Starting with a Big Bang Nucleosynthesis value of 3RBBN ~ 2 ([72]) and taking into
account the 3He production by LIM stars, galactic chemical evolution models predict
an overproduction of 3He with respect to the solar value even if only the D (p ,,) 3He
production channel is considered in stellar yields ([67]).
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4. CND elements

12C: This element is destroyed by H-burning in the stellar interior. Its
surface abundance thus slightly decreases during the 1DUP (See Fig. 1),
but should remain constant, according to standard evolutionary models,
during the ascent of the RGB. Yet, observations of 12C among globular
cluster giants reveal a progressive decrease of the C/H ratio from the base
to the tip of the giant branch by 1.0 dex or more ([82} and references
therein). Evidently, some extra-mixing process must occur in those stars
during their ascent of the RGB.

12C is also the main product of He-burning in AGB stars through the
3-0 reactions (1'V20% in the intershells, in mass fraction). Its mixing in the
envelope by the 3DUPs scenario is responsible for the increasing C/O ratio
observed in the sequence of M, MS, S, SC and C stars (C/0>1.0 in C
stars). As discussed in Sect. 2, AGB models encounter many difficulties
in reproducing this scenario consistently and in agreement with observed
properties of Sand C stars (see [57]). It is also interesting to note that the
C/O ratio in C stars does not exceed I'V 1.6, with about 50% of them having
1.0<C/0 ~ 1.1 (see [54]). It is not clear why this should be so. Apparently,
the 3DUP efficiency and/or the total number of pulses experienced during
the AGB phase seem to limit the total amount of C dredged-up to the
surface during the whole AGB phase. Stellar mass loss may playa key role
in this issue. Observations of the C abundance in a larger sample of C stars
are welcomed to better constrain the models.

Secondary 13C: Secondary'' 13C is produced in stellar interiors by p-
capture on the initial 12C through 120 (p,,) 13C. First dredge-up then
mixes this element in the envelope of red giants. The second dredge-up and
3DUPs do not alter the surface 13C abundance anymore significantly. How-
ever, HBB in the most massive AGB stars further transforms 12C into 13C,
eventually decreasing the surface 12C/13C ratio down to the CN equilibrium
value of 3-4.

The 12C/ 13C ratio is a good tracer of the evolution of both 12C and 13C.
Its predicted value after the 1DUP lies between 20 and 30 (Fig. 1, solar value
= 90). This is, in general, in good agreement with the observed ratio in
intermediate-mass red giants ([31] and references therein). However, many
other observed 12C/13C ratios fall below the standard model predictions.
These include, for example, those at the surface of low-mass Pop. I field gi-
ants (e.g. [31] and references therein), of red giants in Galactic open clusters
(e.g. [19,37,38]) or in globular clusters (e.g. [83,20, 18]), and of metal-poor

5 An element is said to be 'primary' if it can be synthesized in a star of the first
generation (i.e. with zero metallicity), and 'secondary' if it needs the presence of some
elements heavier than He in the initial stellar chemical composition.
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field stars (e.g. [84}). They require some non-standard mechanism (most
probably mixing) to operate in low-mass stars (see, e.g. [77, 37, 38]). Two
observational works should be mentioned. First, the analysis of the 12C/13C
ratio in 20 Galactic open clusters as a function of their turn-off mass Mtoff
reveals that this ratio is r-...I 25 for Mtoff ~ 2.2 M0 , as expected , but de-
creases below 2.2M0 , reaching r-...I 10 at Mtoff ~ 1.2M0

6([37]). Second, the
analysis of the distribution of 12C/13C along the giant branch of the open
cluster M67 (which has Mtoff ~ 1.2 M0 ) reveals that this ratio is compati-
ble with standard model predictions for stars located at the bottom of the
RGB, while those at the tip exhibit anomalously low ratios ([38]). As in the
case of 12C in globular clusters, extra-mixing during the ascent of the RGB
would explain the 12C/13C pattern along the RGB of M67 ([24}). More ob-
servations are, however, needed to better characterize the stars which show
evidences of such process. This has consequences on abundance predictions
of other elements as well, such as 3He which is expected to be partially
(totally?) destroyed by the extra-mixing ([48, 25]).

During the AGB phase, the 12C/13C ratio is expected to increase as a
result of the surface 12C enhancement brought by the 3DUPs, by a factor
up to 4 in C stars having C/0~1.2. The ratios observed in AGB stars agree
well with these expectations, ranging from r-...I5 to r-...I50 in MS, Sand SC stars
([79, 30, 29, 80]), and from r-...I30 to r-...I70 in C stars ([54, 65, 28]) (see also
[52, 51, 5, 6}).

Let me finally mention the special class of C stars called J stars (e.g.
[54, 33]), which exhibit very low 12C/13C ratios, down to 3-4 ([43]), and
which could be identified with AGB stars undergoing HBB ([10]). The
high 160 /180 ratios observed in those stars support this idea (though some
normal C stars have also similar high oxygen isotopic ratios, see sections on
160 , 170 and 180 ). However, their N abundances and C/O ratios are not in
agreement with HBB expectations. We refer to [43] for further discussion
on these objects.

Primary 13C: Primary 13C can be produced in AGB stars in two different
ways. The first way is evidenced by the observations of both fluorine and
s-process elements in S to C stars ([50]), which are synthesized in the He-
burning shell in the presence of neutrons. These neutrons are believed to be
produced by 13C (a, n) 160 . A primary source of 13C is necessary because
the amount of 13C left over by the H-burning shell in Pop. I stars is too low
by a factor of at least 30 in order to match observations of F and s-process
elements ([61]). The production of such primary 13C (and 14N) has long
been a challenge for AGB modelers ([74]), but looks more promising today

6The very low 12C/13C ratios of 3 - 5 in globular clusters, which have Mtoff < 1.0,
enter well into this picture (see Fig. 6 of [24]).
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([47]). This primary 13C cannot, however, account for any stellar surface,
and thus interstellar, 13C enrichment since it is burned in the He-burning
layers before the operation of 3DUP.

Another source of primary 13C (and 14N) is provided in the envelope of
those AGB stars undergoing HBB ([68]), by H-burning of the primary 12C

dredged-up during 3DUP scenarios. Unfortunately, the shortcomings affect-
ing AGB models with respect to 3DUP and HBB do not allow presently to
provide consistent primary 13C (and 14N) yields from AGB stars.

Secondary 14N: Being the main product of the CNO cycles of H-burning,
14N is largely enhanced after the IDUP. This is well confirmed by observa-
tions, which moreover confirm the expected anti-correlation between Nand
both C and 0 (e.g. [81]). The 3DUP, on the other hand, does not affect 14N
which is not produced during helium burning. HBB, however, can further
enhance the 14N surface abundance in AGB stars.

Primary 14N: Large amounts of primary 14N can be produced by HBB
in the envelope of AGB stars after primary 12C has been dredged-up from
the He-burning layers ([68]). Like for primary 13C, however, no consistent
yield of primary 14N is provided yet by current AGB models.

15N: The NO cycles essentially destroy 15N. Its abundance at the surface
of red giants is determined by the degree of dilution it undergoes when
the envelope deepens in the stellar interior. As a result, the 14N/15N ratio
increases during the IDUP from 270 to 400-1050 in Pop. I stars, depending
of the stellar mass (Fig. 1; solar value = 270).

Primary 15N: This nuclide is produced in the He-burning shell of AGB
stars (see [60]). Its synthesis results from 14N(0,,) 18F(,8+)180 (p, 0) 15N ,
where the required protons are provided by 14N (n, p) 14C and the neutrons
by 13C (0, n) 160 . As both 13C and 14N required for that synthesis are
primary (see section on primary 13C), the resulting 15N is also primary.
Nitrogen eventually burns into fluorine through 15N (0 ,p) 19F. According
to evolutionary AGB models ([60]), however, the transformation of 15N into
19F is only partial during the first pulses, and becomes more complete as the
temperature in the He-burning shell increases. Primary 15N could then be
brought to the surface if the 3DUP operates early enough along the AGB
phase. Again, due to the difficulties of current AGB models to predict both
primary 13C and the 3DUP scenario (see Sect. 2), no consistent yield for
primary 15N (if it is indeed dredged-up to the surface) is available yet.

160 : 160 is partly destroyed by the NO cycle, but its abundance at the
surface of red giants is not much altered by the IDUP (see Fig. 1).
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The effect of the 3DUPs on that element is less clear. Determinations
of the 160 /170 and 160 / 180 ratios at the surface of MS, Sand C stars
([42, 43)) reveal values (600-4000) much higher than those in normal red
giants (100-700). The simplest explanation for these high ratios invokes an
enhancement of 160 by 3DUP. This scenario seems to be supported by the
relative constancy of the 170 / 180 ratio in those stars (see Table 2 of [27)).
From the theoretical point of vue, such a scenario is possible if enough 160
is created in the He-burning shell through 12C (0,,) 160 . However, the
predicted oxygen composition in the He-burning shell of AGB models is
X(160)~I%, i.e, comparable to that in the envelope. As a result no surface
160 enhancement is predicted to occur during the 3DUP. And in fact, the
160 abundances measured in C stars are essentially similar to those in M
and MS giants ([54]). The oxygen isotopic ratios remain thus an intriguing
puzzle for stellar modelers.

170 : 170 is produced in the NO cycle of H-burning, in amounts very de-
pendent on the temperature at which hydrogen burns. Figure 2 of [4] in-
dicates that the maximum 170 production occurs at temperatures around
17 x 106 K. Because temperatures in stellar interiors increase with the stel-
lar mass, a large scatter is expected to characterize the 170 abundances
at the surface of red giants as well. Figure 1 indicates that the maximum
enhancement of 170 after the 1DUP is found for stars with masses between
2.2 and 2.5 M0 . Concomitantly, the predicted 160 /170 ratio after the 1DUP
varies from 100 to 600 depending on the stellar mass. The second dredge-up
does not alter the 170 abundance much further.

A large scatter in the 160 / 170 ratio is indeed observed in red giants
([40, 44, 21J), which can be ascribed to differences in stellar masses in
agreement with model predictions. It is interesting to note that, in contrast
to 160 /170 , the 12C/13C ratios in those red giants fall below the expected
values. The extra-mixing required to explain the low carbon isotopic ratios
in those stars should thus operate only down to layers between the 13C-rich
and 170-rich zones.

As for the 170 abundance in AGB stars, standard models predict no al-
teration during a 3DUP, while HBB produces 170 ([16)). The high 160 / 170
ratios observed in MS, Sand C stars, and which could not be explained by a
160 enhancement (see Sect. on 160 ), remain thus without any explanation"!
I refer to [27] for further discussion. More observations of the isotopic ratios
in AGB stars are welcomed.

7The 160 / 170 ratios observed in a few SC stars (between 75 and 1200, [30, 29]) are
lower than those observed in both Sand C stars. If these values are confirmed, they raise
a conceptual difficulty since the evolutionary state of SC stars is believed to lie between
those of Sand C stars.
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180 : 180 is destroyed during the NO cycles. As a result, a slight increase
in the surface 160 / 180 ratio is expected to occur after the IDUP (Fig. 1).
This increase, however, is smaller than the observational error bars on that
ratio (see, e.g., Fig. 7a of [31]), and no conclusion can be drawn from the
comparison of observations with predictions.

In AGB stars, 180 is not expected to be altered by 3DUP according to
standard models. The 160 /180 ratio should thus remain unchanged''. The
high 160 /180 ratios observed in MS, Sand C stars raises difficulties similar
to those from 160 /170 (see Sect. on 160 / 170 ).

180 can also be destroyed by HBB, resulting in an increase of the
160 /180 ratio by several orders of magnitude ([16]). Such high values should
characterize the 13C-rich J stars (see Sect. on 13C).

5. Fluorine

The observation of large 19F over-abundances in Sand C stars relative
to those in normal giants ([50}) strongly suggests the production of that
element in AGB stars. The existence of a correlation between 19F and s-
process elements nucleosynthesis is moreover established on both observa-
tional ([50]) and theoretical ([61}) grounds. Stellar evolutionary calculations
indeed confirm the production of 19F in AGB models ([34, 60]), but require
an additional source of primary 13C. Like the s-process elements thus, fluo-
rine predictions suffer from the inability of current AGB models to produce
consistently primary 13C and the 3DUP scenario. We refer to the above-
cited references for further discussion on the fluorine issue in red giants (see
also [62] in this volume).

Let us also remark that secondary 19F could be produced during H-
burning by 180 (p,,) 19F ([4]). Stellar models however, predict only very
little enhancement of that element after the IDUP in LIM stars (Fig. 1; see
also discussion in [60J).

6. Conclusions and final remarks

This short review has focused on the discrepancies between the predicted
and observed abundances at the surface of both RGB and AGB stars. It is

8Actually, 180 is produced by 14N(0, ,) 180 in the He-burning shell, 14Nbeing pro-
vided by the ashes of the H-burning shell, and destroyed by 180 (0, ,) 22Ne. Evolutionary
models show that the destruction is only partial during the first pulses where the temper-
atures are lower than about 2.2 x 108 K. As a result, 180 could be mixed to the surface by
a 3DUP if the latter occurs during the very first pulses. No current AGB model confirms
this scenario, though. However, one star, the barium star HD101013, presents a 160 /180
ratio as low as 60~;go ([41]). If confirmed, it could mean that a (very small) fraction of
AGB stars do indeed dredge-up 180 from the He-burning layers.
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shown in particular that, while the predicted trends from 'classical' stellar
models are well confirmed by the observations, quantitative comparisons
put some limitations on the predictive capabilities of such models. Most of
the discrepancies suggest that mixing occurs in the stellar interior deeper
than that predicted by classical models. In addition, chemical abundance
predictions from presently available AGB models further suffer from the
uncertainties affecting the third dredge-up phenomenon, the source of neu-
trons and the hot bottom burning process.

Finally I must mention a new class of objects which have been analyzed
during the last decade, and which provide valuable information on the
chemical abundances ejected by stars. These are inclusions in primitive
meteorites which show anomalous isotopic compositions (i.e. different, often
by large amounts, from the relatively homogeneous abundances reported in
material of Solar System origin). The currently accepted explanation for
these anomalies considers that these grains are of stellar origin, and have
been injected in the Solar System during its formation. The fact that SiC
grains have also been detected in circumstellar envelopes of carbon stars
through their 11.4J.tm emission feature (e.g. [53] and references therein)
strongly supports that scenario. I refer to [2, 91, 63] for some general reviews
on the interstellar grains from primitive meteorites and on their isotopic
composition. In particular, it is interesting to note that the analysis of the
oxygen isotopic ratios in those grains supposed to have originated from
AGB stars leads - again - to the conclusion that extra-mixing must have
operated in those stars ([15, 64]). Such studies nicely complement the direct
isotopic abundance determinations from the light spectrum of red giants.

Acknowledgment: I thank Drs. Alain Jorissen and Georges Meynet
for their careful reading and commenting on the manuscript.
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